TeamCity 6.0 Release Notes
(view in issue tracker)

Feature
TW-2 - Use collapsable tree for build log
TW-912 - Re-run failed test from within Teamcity log console
TW-1021 - Implement highlighting and navigation from compilation errors after "remote run"
TW-1281 - Support TestNG tests in Ipr runner
TW-1369 - Possibility to view build agent logs in web
TW-1500 - Use IDEA's shared run configurations to set up tests in ipr runner
TW-2103 - The ability to checkout to a build agent with Perforce SCM.
TW-2252 - More convenient UI for artifact dependencies configuration
TW-2438 - Produce WAR/EAR build artifacts on IPR build like IDEA does
TW-2555 - Option to hide cancelled builds full build configuration history
TW-2813 - Add ability to depend VCS triggering rules on commit message
TW-3098 - Ability to run dependent build on the same agent
TW-3581 - Support pin/unpin action via REST API
TW-3649 - Mark newly failed tests on the "Failed tests" tab
TW-3660 - Support multiple build runners per build configuration
TW-3677 - Option for a dependency trigger to trigger a build even if the dependent build failed
TW-4344 - VCS rules for the schedule based triggers
TW-4634 - MSBuild: Autoselect ToolsVersion based on user script
TW-4690 - NUnitLauncher does not provide enough logging
TW-4905 - Ability to disable task replacement for MSBuild Build Runner
TW-5166 - "Internal error" failure status
TW-5201 - Ability to specify Java to use for Ipr-based runner builds
TW-5241 - Enhance agent checkout by "svn cleanup" support
TW-5279 - Priorities for build configurations (make build queue a priority queue)
TW-5323 - Ability to hide certain artifacts
TW-5558 - Detect .NET Frameworks and Visual Studio with build numbers through Registry.
TW-6051 - View agent internal logs in web
TW-6052 - .NET: enable debug logging checkbox
TW-6433 - Ipr runner: automatic generation/export of JAR file artefacts
TW-6977 - lpr runner should be able to run Groovy tests
TW-7003 - Provide server URL as property inside the build script
TW-7084 - Use IDEA headless build for IPR runner
TW-7176 - Process stacktraces in the build log to show links to the code
TW-7954 - MSBuild build may not rebuild assembly after personal build if no rebuild option is set.
TW-8046 - DelayedCommitCookie should use 2-phase commit
TW-9355 - Checkout mode on agent should be supported for ClearCase base CMT
TW-9818 - Ability to filter Change Log by changed file path
TW-9976 - Allow to download backup file form TeamCity web UI
TW-10229 - Upgrade bundled JRE to the latest version
TW-10321 - List agent-provided properties in properties suggestion popup
TW-10504 - Allow remote runs to be compared to current checkout in IDE
TW-10558 - Ability to run custom build as hidden/personal
TW-10662 - Can not start using TC Remote Run and TC Local Changes tab without initializing Perforce support
TW-10725 - Record dependency versions used in Maven Builds
TW-10741 - Agent-side checkout for Git
TW-10783 - Add support for Gradle
TW-10973 - Support collecting code coverage for MSTest tests (PartCover+NCover)
TW-11004 - Add build pin/tags info to custom artifact dependency chooser in Custom Run dialog
TW-11056 - Warn user in web UI before upgrading database and data directory data
TW-11060 - Allow to create backup of old data before upgrading
TW-11063 - Allow to backup data of previous TeamCity version
TW-11137 - Allow to narrow/filter users while assigning tests responsibility
TW-11233 - TeamCity doesn't understand JAR directories in lpr runner
TW-11444 - RVM (local) support for TeamCity Rake runner
TW-11556 - Make it possible to create build configuration without Buildrunner
TW-11564 - Allow to temporarily disable sending notifications via email or Jabber notificators
TW-11595 - Make collecting suitable configuration progress cancelable
TW-11670 - Add "open in browser" action to build details pane
TW-11725 - Sign TeamCity plugin for Eclipse
TW-11744 - Support NUnit 2.5 XML report format
TW-11746 - Amazon EC2 integration should generate agent name base on agent properties
TW-11815 - Support NUnit 2.5.5
TW-11876 - Support creating Maven configuratios from an svn+ssh:// url
TW-11911 - Allow to assign responsibility for several tests at once
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Allow to assign responsibility for several tests at once
Include lib and plugins directory into server backup
Rework backup settings to provide several top-level options
Rework server data backup UI by merging start backup and configure backup tabs
Support maven-failsafe-plugin for Maven coverage
Output targets from MSBuild
Support Asia Passific EC2 region
Display "notificator is paused" note on user profile while configuring affected notifications
Support presets for diagnostics logging
Display total server log size on server log list
Use git from PATH environment variable for agent-side checkout if others are not found
Make it possible to apply Delayed Commit changes to workspace after starting Personal Build in VS add-in
RSpec 2.0 test reporter support
Support PMD CPD XML reports
Transparent support of maven-failsafe-plugin reports
MaintainDB tool: Allow to specify path to jdbc drivers when data directory is not specified.
Swabra does not have the option to clean after the build
Support Tomcat 7
Support NUnit 2.5.6
Add an extension that allows contributing to the build runner parameters on the agent side
Display error message in addition to "Failed to start build"
Use filtering control instead of standard drop-down in more selectors in UI
Add more data into saved/displayed server thread dumps
Assigning responsibility to multiple tests: add inication which tests are new
Re-run failed build's test locally
Keyboard navigation to expand/collapse blocks on changes page
Add a keyboard shotcut to invoke "All projects" popup menu
Ability to list running builds via REST
Extension point to influence agents that a queued build can run on
Allow to assign a responsibility for tests to other users
Provide view for browsing compilation errors of a build
Build log should identify each build step clearly
Use filtering drop down for selecting runner type on a build step settings
Support IDE usage statistic for VS
Support IDE usage statistic for Eclipse
Ability to create new users via REST API
.NET duplicates: report statistics in xml report
Use filtering build configuration control in copy and move build configuration dialogs
Standalone test runners
Allow to open unified diff patch for a change in IDE from web UI
No logging on server startup while in maintenance mode
Maintenance mode should be able to be turned off via internal property
Allow to write authentication plugins that can derive login credentials from HTTP request
Open unified diff patch for a change in IDEA plugin
Support NUnit 2.5.8
Report overall Class & Method coverage stats for dotCover
Store log4j configuration under .BuildServer
Open unified diff patch for a change in Eclipse plugin
Support collecting code coverage for MSTest tests (dotCover)
Use filtering chooser for agent requirement type
System wide rvm support

Usability Problem
TW-388 - Don't show end time of build if it's same as start time
TW-866 - Display a single change detected in several VCS roots pointing to the same repository as a single change on
My Changes
TW-3229 - Log Viewer: Scroll-To-End If Caret Is at End
TW-3253 - Show Login dialog if user is not logged in
TW-3370 - Display time of thread dump request on the page
TW-3801 - Make Remote run action to be available while logged off from TeamCity
TW-4343 - Improve MSBuild validation error message
TW-4415 - Collapsed state for watched projects is not remembered between refreshes
TW-7416 - Keyboard accessors for TeamCity actions in Commit dialog
TW-7417 - Rename OK button in Remote Run dialog
TW-7667 - IDEA plugin: remote run when disconnected from server requires leaving commit dialog
TW-8035 - Agent explicit selection of compatible build configurations to run should show the total number of
configurations selected
TW-9030 - Not informative message on delayed commit to TFS
TW-9819 - Need detailed message for failed remote run check-in attempt (TFS access rights case)
TW-10380 - Refine TeamCity status in Eclipse status bar
TW-11111 - Note template name on the Project admin page

TW-11111 - Note template name on the Project admin page
TW-11594 - Add Build Dependency Trigger menu does not work well for long configuration names
TW-11661 - Unify build trigger names
TW-11716 - Make server URL a link in TeamCity Incompatible Version dialog
TW-11860 - Text boxes cannot be resized in IE8
TW-12293 - Overloaded Responsibilities tab
TW-12491 - Brush up configuration problem presentation when there is no additional information
TW-12548 - Unexpected build failure
TW-12619 - "Show test names only" mode should be kept on clicking "Show all ... failed tests" hyperlink
TW-12892 - Showing test names only hides "First failed in" and makes it impossible to show this information for
particular test
TW-12926 - Disable "open in browser" icon in master details panel in IDEA plugin if build is not selected
TW-12990 - Add a note to "Custom script" option of command line runner
TW-13003 - Do not display Tests and Compilation Errors tabs for build results with no according data
TW-13040 - Choice between Executable with parameters and Custom script should be select box in Simple Runner
TW-13088 - Mark licenses with maintenance period before current server release date
TW-13173 - Provide more details on failed tests on the responsibility page
TW-13177 - Improve user's filter on Responsibilities page
TW-13256 - It should be possible to view text files right in the browser, without downloading them
TW-13275 - New experimental "Changes view" should warn about missing "Version Control Username Settings" as the
old one did
TW-13279 - MyChanges: Carpet rows for personal builds
TW-13287 - MyChanges: separate Carpets of different projects
TW-13331 - On the new My Changes page it's hard to find a link to a single change page
TW-13378 - New UI for agent compatible configurations
TW-13384 - Add platform (32/64) to .Net runners description in build steps
TW-13428 - Unfriendly message "Unable to find java executable" in Inspections runner
TW-13437 - Do not redirect to build configuration steps list on saving build step settings
TW-13461 - Keyboard accessor for Remote Run action in TeamCity menu
TW-13472 - Filter by path on change log page should offer "more" link at the bottom of the page
TW-13521 - On opening artifacts tree, automatically expand nodes if it is a single child
TW-13674 - Build configurations drop down for build problems on my changes page should show project name if
configurations are from different projects
TW-13727 - Run configuration names are case sensitive. A caution about that would be nice.
TW-13944 - Confusing my changes status data on My Changes (compilation error case)
TW-13982 - If change affects small number of configurations new my changes page looks strange
TW-13983 - Idea runner settings on the view settings page: run configurations are not shown
TW-14002 - Remove "No suggestions found" line for property value field in Agent Requirement dialog
TW-14017 - Reconsider checkboxes meaning on agent's Compatible Configurations/Run selected configurations only
TW-14019 - Editing agent's compatible configurations: use checkbox in the table header to select all/none instead of
links
TW-14073 - On wrong authentication token input in maintenance mode, display appropriate message in UI
TW-14082 - No startup error is reported on missing database and configs from previous verison
TW-14091 - Make branch specification optional (or drop it) for git remote run from Eclipse
TW-14098 - New My Changes is not suitable for many compatible configurations case
TW-14101 - Disable agent dialog disappears if page refreshes
TW-14138 - Change problems summary text is too small
TW-14139 - Change problems summary text can be wrapped (and reads as part of commit comment)
TW-14144 - Coverage options should not appear in Visual Studio runner
TW-14166 - "another error" note is confusing on my changes
TW-14178 - Confusing changes display on change problems list
TW-14215 - Allow a relative path for the default backup directory in the 'main-config.xml' file.
TW-14224 - Describe .Net Coverage options on NAnt and MSBuild runner setings
TW-14281 - Improve validation message on trying to add a license with expired maintenance period
TW-14290 - Duplicated line in the build log for a failed test (XML reporter for NUnit case)
TW-14310 - Paraphrase "Error on step: Entering system maintenance mode..."
TW-14312 - Do not dump maintenance authentication token if there is no maintenance screen available
TW-14316 - Improve server startup error message on no database driver found
TW-14379 - Brush up Swabra text option and descriptions
TW-14425 - Add label to logging preset control on Diagnostics
TW-14553 - Improve reporting of free disk space sizes
TW-14573 - Create configurations action are jumping from left to right on adding the first build configuration
TW-14617 - Improve "Maintenance authentication token:" in the logs/server stdout
TW-14674 - Note what runner to use instead of Ipr runner

Bug
TW-1598
TW-3665
TW-4732
TW-4987

-

No way to escape % used for properties referencing
Handle absent runner in build configuration runner settings
When connection for SVN server hangs, the build is running forever in "Checking for changes" state
Do not execute post-build script if the build failed

TW-5357 - "Directory is null or not a direcotry: <null>" agent message

TW-5357 - "Directory is null or not a direcotry: <null>" agent message
TW-5540 - Ctrl+Enter does not commit dialog in web under some browsers
TW-5620 - TFS pretested commit should not commit if active TFS workspace was changed or switched to another one
during Remote Run
TW-6032 - Long time between last "Publishing artifacts" and "Build finished" messages
TW-6040 - directory.map does not list builds that failed to download artifacts
TW-6324 - Wrong file is opened in IDE
TW-6340 - My Changes window shows build configuration only when the build has started
TW-6846 - IPR runner requires JDK 1.5 set in JAVA_HOME on agent
TW-7706 - Make failed personal build dialog more outstanding
TW-7760 - Review ClearCase logging
TW-7901 - NT authorization can stop working: jcifs.smb.SmbException: Connection in error
TW-8253 - Clean unused Git repository clones
TW-8773 - On opening Remote Run dialog, tree in RR view collapses
TW-8878 - Not all values on Report Tab settings tab are properly escaped
TW-8889 - Service messages should not be parsed in the last "Ant output:" message from a failed build
TW-8980 - Perforce label failed with spaces in Build Configuration name
TW-9051 - Production code contains SQL with parameter values injected into SQL text
TW-9135 - Starving snapshot builds
TW-9197 - Backup/restore: detect restore scope from backup file
TW-9382 - Clearcase Version 1 of file not recognised as a change.
TW-9407 - Inability to delete empty build checkout directory should not fail the build
TW-9539 - Nunit Task stopped working when using msbuild with parallel option (msbuild.exe /m:2)
TW-9574 - Git : Build hangs forever during stage called "Checking for changes"
TW-9773 - Display only project committers in responsibility user lists
TW-9906 - Rework mandatory properties approach to use configuration parameters instead
TW-9931 - TeamCity server doesn't stop by the "runAll stop" command if it was started with wrong jdbc url.
TW-9933 - Wrong error message on inaccessible repository: "URI not supported"
TW-9975 - Backup history should display backup finish status (success/error)
TW-9984 - TeamCity VSS user's ini file (ss.ini) gets reset to temp file frequently
TW-10126 - Eclipse plugin installation should not warn about unsigned files
TW-10170 - Unfriendly error message on trying to login from IDEA plugin when server is starting
TW-10174 - Non consistent icons for successful/failed personal build in right pane of My Changes toolwindow
TW-10184 - Reduce default .Net build step names (it would be good if we could configure them)
TW-10269 - Document Maven repository used in Maven artifact trigger
TW-10279 - Truncated errorr message for git test conneciton
TW-10298 - Default agent name change
TW-10373 - Can't create Maven project via pom uploading: CM URL is not resolved
TW-10386 - IPR-based runners do not display path to IDEA project on Settings tab
TW-10401 - Occasional TransportException: Remote does not have refs/heads/master available for fetch.
TW-10404 - Improve download server logs individual log page
TW-10406 - Server logs view links should support middle-click
TW-10414 - Sort build configurations in template's "used in build configurations" popup
TW-10489 - Long builds Git checking for changes stage
TW-10553 - Artifact dependency not downloading files without file extension if the files reside inside directory with dot
(".") in the name
TW-10634 - Single EC2 error can disable a cloud image
TW-10659 - Local changes view is not refreshed after adding files into version control
TW-10749 - Moved/renamed files in Perforce are marked as edited throughout TC web GUI, but should be
added/deleted
TW-10779 - Check free disk space after sources checkout and after artifacts download
TW-10856 - Collecting mercurial changes can fail for non-english system locale
TW-10937 - I'd tried to save youtrack.war on disk, but IE8 downloads it as zip file
TW-10939 - Ensure git caches are compacted regularly
TW-10984 - MSBuild problem with .NET Framework 4 RC1 x64
TW-11109 - Test responsibility actions become disabled after any test responsibility action
TW-11153 - Long time detecting changes in SVN for R# VCS root
TW-11158 - User sees link to the group details but clicking the link produces "You do not have enough permissions to
modify group roles"
TW-11163 - Inspections runner cannot find project file in VCS when checkout rules use references
TW-11291 - Confusing "Unsupported version of Git is detected" message on agent
TW-11538 - MSBuild build runner/ mono xbuild not finding .net 3.5 assemblies
TW-11599 - Reference to generated changed file name via predefined system property is considered unresolved
TW-11602 - Launched EC2 instance can be not recognized by the server
TW-11613 - Remove stack trace when HSQLDB database is already opened by another process
TW-11616 - Inspection results are cleaned using artifact cleanup level
TW-11629 - Unable to run unit tests on agent with MSBuild 4.0 when mixed mode assembly is built against version
'v2.0.50727'
TW-11690 - "Check/Reparse Project" for newly created ipr-based idea project may not work
TW-11699 - NAnt build runner silently fails without error messages when the build file content is invalid.
TW-11702 - Service messages protocol should support 0x2028 line terminator
TW-11720 - Rake runner doesn't detect TestUnit tests if test-unit gem is installed (ruby 1.8.6 case)
TW-11722 - Selection can jump to the parent node and right pane become empty on My Changes tol window

TW-11722 - Selection can jump to the parent node and right pane become empty on My Changes tol window
TW-11731 - NPE in .BuildServerRunner$BuildServerWorker.shutdown
TW-11757 - ClearCase: file removed and re-added with the same name doesn't appear in checkout directory
TW-11766 - plugin-settings.xml loading error is not cleared after file fix
TW-11787 - Guest user gets 'You do not have permission' when clicking on "customize" link for a feed
TW-11790 - No way to reset build configuration reordering
TW-11804 - TC: 5.1 - It appears the .TRX Import is miscounting the number of failed/succeeded tests.
TW-11808 - TeamCity fails to start NCover x64
TW-11817 - Having NCover enabled causes NullRef Exception
TW-11820 - Deadlock in Java coverage
TW-11831 - Jabber: Support disabling the Jabber notifier
TW-11839 - NAnt runner error on LINUX after upgrade
TW-11870 - .NET Duplicates runner failed to find solution at path ".\AAA\Solution.sln"
TW-11891 - Exception in IDEA plugin
TW-11896 - MHT files form artifacts are not opened in browser (no mime type support)
TW-11898 - Messages of XML reporter can appear as test output within the test block
TW-11899 - Builds that are finishing during backup creation can be lost
TW-11906 - Non-existent artifact path does not log a message in the build log anymore
TW-11914 - Pass password to p4 perforce client not using the command line
TW-11917 - Improve Compatible Configurations view for an agent (only several configurations are compatible case)
TW-11945 - Test(s) failed. System.InvalidOperationException : Late bound operations cannot be performed on types or
methods for which ContainsGenericParameters is true.
TW-11960 - Do not start personal build on server, when starting remote run with delayed commit and there is an error
during preparing to commit.
TW-11963 - Create Build Configuration From template pop up has text boxes that extend past the form border when
using Chrome browser
TW-11968 - Build Scheduler Starting Builds on Change
TW-11995 - Cron trigger that should never trigger a build triggers builds all the time
TW-11996 - NPE on saving cron trigger
TW-11997 - No link to documentation from Schedule cron trigger
TW-11998 - Password for vcs root account corrupted when upgrading to 5.1.1 from 4.5.1
TW-12029 - Command line remote run tool version is @Plugin_Version@
TW-12035 - All Subversion-related builds are stuck in "Checking for changes"
TW-12042 - Recalculate build status (new test count) if this counter differs from data on build results page
TW-12047 - A build can be triggered excluding last git merge commit
TW-12048 - Improve git checkout logging on agent-side git checkout
TW-12052 - Quiet period can be not respected if TeamCity server clock is not synchronized with VCS server one
TW-12086 - Run custom build from main page occasionally does not work
TW-12089 - Build Configuration name can be truncated in enforce clean checkout dialog for an agent
TW-12114 - Avoid double dots in notifications
TW-12115 - Error in event handler DBDuplicatedRowException: SQL query: INSERT INTO projects
TW-12122 - Git submodule checkout error: "Commit could not be resolved"
TW-12134 - Clashing HTML elements ids on edit dependencies page
TW-12136 - Agent does not connect with DBDuplicatedRowException (several environment variables with diffs in name
case only)
TW-12144 - Swabra plugin should not completely override build status text
TW-12161 - Cannot run MSBuild under Mono: Unable to find build property system.Mono2.0 required to locate mono
instance on the agent
TW-12171 - Print TeamCity version along with data version on data restoration
TW-12193 - MSTest - List assembly files - wrong validation rule.
TW-12200 - Not all tests that are run are being reported.
TW-12216 - Perforce labeling fails if client mapping contains space: "Wrong number of words for field 'View'"
TW-12228 - Git checkout with submodules on agent is not supported
TW-12230 - Excessive logging "Flush queue finished, number of virtual agents assigned"
TW-12239 - Updating roles on All Users group hangs web UI
TW-12240 - System.ArgumentNullException in JetBrains.TeamCity.Utils.EnumerableEx.EnumerableEqualsT
TW-12241 - Agent matrix displays wrong data (popup does not match row label)
TW-12242 - Git submodules fail (permission + recursive submodules case)
TW-12245 - Add New Schedule Trigger: fails with "Unexpected Error"
TW-12276 - Projects collapsed state is shared between all guest users
TW-12291 - Work of responsibilities filter seems broken
TW-12301 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12303 - NUnit runner should warn if it was started with empty set of assemblies to test
TW-12305 - MSBuild 2.0 projects not building after upgrade to TC 5.1.2 from 4.5.4
TW-12308 - Error while applying ReferencesConverter: CDATA cannot internally contain a CDATA ending delimiter (]]>)
TW-12313 - Do not display ellipsis (...) for a single-line commit comment in Changes view
TW-12317 - User can occasionally lose all group-assigned permissions on server restart
TW-12326 - Build agent upgrade fails with NPE in the upgrade.log
TW-12331 - Attach VCS root list can display VCS root names truncated
TW-12335 - "Failed to get server UUID for path" in Visual Studio addin
TW-12337 - Swabra settings are missing from Visual Studio (sln) runner
TW-12350 - A perforce change can be not detected at all (missing p4 changes command output)
TW-12369 - Build priorities: Add configuration to priority class dialog is TOO slow in some situations

TW-12369 - Build priorities: Add configuration to priority class dialog is TOO slow in some situations
TW-12370 - OutOfMemory error after starting Subversion remote run
TW-12372 - Schedule Triggers show as server timezone, not client
TW-12398 - Opening Duplicates tab can invoke SVN externals collections in several threads
TW-12410 - SVN checkout on agent fails with "XML document structures must start and end within the same entity."
TW-12429 - Assertion on logger initializing
TW-12435 - JavaScript error: "BS.ServerLogs is undefined" on Server Logs
TW-12436 - Do not include full server file path into view server log link
TW-12469 - Certain kinds of sources checkout failures are not reported as "cannot start" errors
TW-12489 - EC2 profile can switch to error state and never recover by itself after intermittent database connection
failure
TW-12498 - Do not dump stacktrace into the build log on artifact download error
TW-12502 - Build history clean-ups keep server offline for hours (too many builds to cleanup with clean_artifacts level)
TW-12511 - Incorrect executable (added parameters into the same field) for command line runner can result in cryptic
error
TW-12515 - NPE in git fetch over ssh in separate process
TW-12526 - can not add vcs build trigger
TW-12527 - "The path is not of a legal form" exception in Visual Studio addin
TW-12529 - Brush up build failure messages on checking for changes error
TW-12532 - This page is about MSTest support for VS 2005, 2008 and 2010
TW-12542 - Failed to collect pending changes in Perforce. Error: File couldn't be 'resolved' and 'unresolved' in a
moment.
TW-12549 - Automatic recover from "Failed to perform checkout on agent ... .git/index.lock': File exists" error
TW-12550 - "Cannot start build" error is not reported for "Failed to create agent temp directory" error
TW-12552 - UI is displaying obsolete information
TW-12563 - Create Cloud Profile location is saved as 'EU West' when selecting 'US West'
TW-12582 - Priorities for build queue version should be specified
TW-12585 - Mono detection from custom location not working
TW-12601 - On server restart, cloud agents can be terminated due to idle timeout while they are running builds
TW-12606 - Indicate manually submitted change of a pre-tested commit in UI and logs
TW-12621 - Make "view details" link on Configuration error stripe stand out
TW-12623 - Spelling Error on TFS Settings page
TW-12629 - Switching Framework-Version inbetween two msbuild-Executions (NAntContrib)
TW-12643 - Full file name tooltip appears right under the mouse making link unable to click
TW-12646 - JS error occurs on the project change log
TW-12656 - Error message: Cannot read property: pendingChanges
TW-12663 - Hanged build when error creating tar archive
TW-12701 - Perforce on agent may not delete removed files
TW-12727 - User with Project Administrator role can't create project report tab: access denied exception is thrown
TW-12757 - Error creating patch with no updates ("no differing files" error in Perforce 2010)
TW-12780 - Can create Retry Build Trigger with negative value
TW-12782 - undefined method `print_tag_limit_warnings' for #<Teamcity::Cucumber::Formatter:0x211e40>
(NoMethodError)
TW-12785 - Mercurial plugin launches hg without inheriting environment from the parent process
TW-12793 - Eclipse: NullPointerException in git integration
TW-12794 - Incorrect date sorting in My Changes view
TW-12795 - Build "Failure" after upgrading to 5.1.2 (build 13430) from 4.0.2
TW-12808 - Invalid HTML for graphs
TW-12811 - Duplicates finder (.NET): crashes with out of memory - running as 64-bit process?
TW-12812 - LDAP user/groups matching should be case-insensitive for LDAP DNs
TW-12813 - Inspection build crashing, agent doesn't notice
TW-12857 - .NET duplicate finder fails due to long names
TW-12900 - Brush up text alignment in configuration error red box
TW-12902 - Linux agent disconnect after exception
TW-12909 - InternalError service message does not lead to build failure
TW-12911 - VS add-in version is 'unknown' in VS 2010
TW-12928 - A bottom build in a chain may be not run in a personal builds with mixed snapshot reuse options
TW-12934 - Configuration parameter added with system. prefix is visible in UI and in build as system property, but is
not accessible via internal API
TW-12936 - Unnecessary "Build preparation done" message in the build log
TW-12940 - Do not print stacktrace on known VCS errors into the build log
TW-12943 - Brush up missing executable reporting for the command line runner
TW-12952 - Sort users by their names (ignore case) in assign responsibility dialog in IDEA plugin
TW-12962 - Add blocks into build log for each build step/runner
TW-12971 - When surefire reports are not found it adds 3 seconds per a test
TW-12973 - "Include canceled builds" checkbox hides "failed to start" builds
TW-12977 - Some JUnit tests are reported without suite
TW-12982 - Build log highlights directories as links but they do nothing on click
TW-12983 - Not all files are highlighted in the build log (/build.xml case)
TW-12992 - Cannot update Eclipse plugin: Cannot complete the install because one or more required items could not be
found.
TW-12993 - Watched projects list titles looks broken
TW-12994 - Rework right pane of Watched Projects

TW-12994 - Rework right pane of Watched Projects
TW-12995 - Toolbar brash up for Watched Projects
TW-12996 - Make server URL not standing out in Watched Projects/Changes views
TW-12997 - TeamCity plugin help indexing issue
TW-13001 - Review tooltip over Watched projects icon in status bar
TW-13002 - Adjust default coverage lines highlighting so that it can be turned as background
TW-13009 - Exception on git submodule update on windows
TW-13017 - Improve coverage percentage numbers formatting
TW-13018 - Sometimes list of build configurations with coverage is empty
TW-13019 - On empty list of build configurations with coverage, display helper text detailing the reason
TW-13020 - Display coverage data information
TW-13025 - Error migrating to EAP 15311 from 5.1.3 release
TW-13026 - Pre-tested commit into Perforce 2005 failed
TW-13030 - Erroneous Configuration problem found (view details) displayed for all ClearCase build specs
TW-13034 - An ordered test (mstest) which contains ordered tests (aggregate tests) doesn't report problems in the
child ordered tests lists and the tests are reported as Ok?!
TW-13036 - Broken layout of filtering controls in IE8 on Change log (new filtering drop down)
TW-13046 - TFS checking for changes/checkout on server is slow (starts too may processes to process one root)
TW-13059 - Some Parameters not expanded for Artifact paths.
TW-13060 - Maven builds fail with an exception from the Maven Watcher
TW-13061 - jetbrains.buildServer.TeamServerSummary should not contain information about archived projects
TW-13067 - Notifier is outdated in 6.0 EAP (build 15311)
TW-13069 - HTML email notification does not escape change comment
TW-13070 - Reference to agent-defined configuration parameter is listed in "Configuration Parameters" with red
"<value is required>"
TW-13080 - TFS one-process reuse may stop working
TW-13082 - Artifacts chooser in artifact dependencies inserts incorrect path for files within directories
TW-13083 - Extracting a template from runner settings page renders broken page
TW-13085 - NumberFormatException: For input string during build starting
TW-13091 - RuntimeException: Cannot load TeamCity runtime properties if properties file is missing
TW-13100 - OS temp directory is used instead of "../temp" when tempDir is not specified in buildAgent.properties file
TW-13101 - Loading build log by IDEA plug-in freeze UI
TW-13106 - Backup of build 15311 could not determine version of database in HSQL DB
TW-13108 - Javascript error on backup page: can't change backup options
TW-13109 - Provide a friendly URL for downloading single agent log file
TW-13113 - Java written errors on build agent start under Windows7 with enabled UAC
TW-13115 - Improve unsupported VCS type message on creating Maven configuration from pom
TW-13122 - StackOverflowError during inspection build
TW-13124 - Improve Jabber/email disabling controls
TW-13129 - Maven project inspection causes thread blocking problem if required to resolve slow SVN externals
references
TW-13130 - Display responsibility status in status bar without adding one more icon
TW-13131 - Plugin-added environment variables are not passed into process run by command line runnner
TW-13133 - DotNet Coverage does not work if multiple runners are used.
TW-13134 - DotNet Coverage uses .NET v2.0 x86 inspite of coverage options
TW-13138 - Error page for changes page of a build under MS SQL: Argument 1 for @NotNull parameter of
MapParametersProviderImpl.put must not be null
TW-13147 - "Unexpected Error" when user click on myChanges
TW-13148 - Naming of build runners
TW-13155 - Emma coverage suites are not loaded in IDEA plugin
TW-13163 - New file on CVS branch not caught
TW-13185 - TeamCity failed to register Partcover 4.0 COM server
TW-13203 - NPE from PersonalBuildStatus.getTooltipText
TW-13204 - NLS missing message: ConnectCoverageAction_hide_name in: jetbrains.teamcity.coverage.ui.messages
TW-13211 - Checkout rules editor is confusing when lines are wrapped
TW-13217 - Double tooltip on changes view in Chrome
TW-13220 - Getting error loading "My Settings & Tools"
TW-13221 - Lack of JDBC drivers causes a strange error while running maintainDB
TW-13223 - MaintainDB tool doesn't migrate database correctly
TW-13227 - Exception on agent logs tab
TW-13233 - Highlight selected configurations on Agent's Compatible configurations in manual mode
TW-13245 - The same agent can appear twice
TW-13246 - Sort properties on Agent Parameters lexicorgraphically
TW-13254 - Wrong issues from Jira are detected by TeamCity
TW-13255 - New filtering combobox accepts selection on clicking outside, while it should not
TW-13262 - Exception on changes page
TW-13269 - Remove db.jar from the web application root
TW-13274 - Do not show empty personal change for personal custom builds in UI
TW-13277 - Commit from VS add-in into Perforce failed, if comment is like 'sms\nsms: sms'
TW-13278 - New MyChanges: wrong icon for a personal build that has no failures but has not finished yet
TW-13289 - minor correction to migration docs
TW-13301 - Notification is sent to a user who marked some tests as fixed
TW-13306 - Tooltip about responsibility is shown on hovering any build configuration

TW-13306 - Tooltip about responsibility is shown on hovering any build configuration
TW-13311 - Vault MoveTo and ShareTo are processed incorrectly
TW-13317 - Mercurial URL must be properly escaped
TW-13320 - IllegalArgumentException in IPR runner
TW-13322 - NoSuchMethodError from org.jfrog.teamcity.agent.ivy.IvyBuildRunner on agent startup
TW-13326 - Unable to update subversion repositories if externals are removed
TW-13330 - git fetch fails with unspecific error
TW-13332 - Custom build tabs display file download dialog
TW-13333 - JavaScript error BS.EditArtifactDependencies is undefined on reports tabs configuraiton
TW-13342 - VS plugin is missing
TW-13343 - "Download all" link for artifacts uses server address from settings, not from the request
TW-13350 - Changes that are failure may become normal for a while
TW-13355 - email notifier: Test connection complains when having a display name on the from email address
TW-13358 - Add timezone note on scheduled trigger configuration
TW-13359 - TeamCity must correctly parse versioned paths in ClearCase
TW-13364 - TeamCity ignores aborted tests - Doesn't Report Error
TW-13368 - Cannot view server log in admin UI
TW-13371 - Build step settings might be saved into another step when edited in sibling tabs in a browser
TW-13385 - [Execution timeout] may be set to build status by mistake
TW-13392 - Incorrect scroller position on adding new build step
TW-13393 - "displayWarning is not defined" JavaScript error on adding XML report into several build steps
TW-13397 - Error starting second step of two-step build should not mark build as "Failed to start"
TW-13400 - When a same test runs and fails 100 times in one build, for "Change problems" this is treated as failure in
100 builds
TW-13422 - SourceGear Vault changes date is one month in the future
TW-13433 - TeamCity plugin to IDEA should have accelerators in main menu
TW-13434 - Exception in server logs
TW-13436 - VCS error can be not displayed on VCS roots list page for build configurations that occur twice on the page
TW-13440 - Open in IDE from inspections results does not position the opened file on the line number
TW-13442 - TeamCity does not report error on missing trx file
TW-13443 - Editing VCS root for a single configuration fails to attach the root to the configuration if the configuration
uses template
TW-13448 - Prevent recursive parameters resolution
TW-13456 - Cannot apply patch downloaded from TeamCity (spoiled Unicode symbol case)
TW-13467 - Confusing message in teamcity-server.log on backup startup
TW-13474 - Project Change Log does not have notes on the number of changes actually searched
TW-13475 - Error occurred while starting build: Build promotion ... cannot be associated with build ..., because it is
already associated with build: ...
TW-13480 - Click on "More" link on "My changes" page sometimes overwrite shown changes with new
TW-13481 - Incorrect Java paths are reported for our FreeBSD agent
TW-13482 - Statistics page prints out garbage text between graphs (apostrophe in build status text case)
TW-13486 - Magic carpet changes it's size on expand collapse on chrome
TW-13488 - Copying a project with templates reuse can result in original project template depending form the copied
project
TW-13490 - IncompatiblePluginError is displayed as not processed error in IDEA exception reporter
TW-13492 - "Failed to process some PMD reports" message shown instead of real build error
TW-13494 - Artifact dependencies can occasionally download artifacts from personal builds (changing build number
case)
TW-13496 - Can't type "p" in drop-down: projects popup is opened
TW-13503 - Failed to start build due to SocketTimeoutException: Read timed out should be reported as "Failed to start"
error
TW-13505 - Internal runner errors should result in "Failed to start build" build status
TW-13513 - MyChanges: the carpet is green while the change is red
TW-13515 - My Responsibilities tab should support F4
TW-13518 - Improve reporting of unsupported git authentication for agent-side checkout
TW-13525 - Truncate agent log tail on newline
TW-13535 - VS add-in version cleared from registry when use 'Change...' options of installer
TW-13538 - JavaScript error: this.labels is undefined on Dependencies page with snapshot dependency defined
TW-13546 - [REST] Add TC user info to Change attributes
TW-13550 - I want to mark failed tests as fixed in IDEA plugin
TW-13558 - IDEA plugin warning: Access to realized (ever shown) UI components should be done only from the AWT
event dispatch thread
TW-13561 - Responsibility notification has wrong title in IDEA notifications (Support all event types in IDE notification
messages)
TW-13579 - Execeptions in log when building .net with msbuild ("Failed to scan assembly")
TW-13587 - Special user-friendly reporting for missing .iml of IDEA project
TW-13589 - Rename URL for maintenance mode
TW-13590 - Cannot start server after first start (missing data version in main-config.xml file after initial data creation)
TW-13600 - Buttons are aligned incorrectly
TW-13606 - Remote Run fails silently in case of underlying VCS support error in IDEA
TW-13609 - Make usage statistics keys shorter
TW-13610 - Empty artifacts are displayed for a build with only hidden artifacts
TW-13611 - Total size of artifacts counts hidden artifacts even when they are not displayed

TW-13611 - Total size of artifacts counts hidden artifacts even when they are not displayed
TW-13612 - Create messages file with new extension
TW-13613 - arrowCollapsed.png not loading
TW-13616 - %teamcity.build.checkoutDir% is not resolved in Edit Artifact Dependency / Destination path
TW-13626 - Plugin does stops updating from server randomly
TW-13632 - Use default run configuration settings for tests re-running
TW-13639 - Compatible Agents number is not updated on changing agent requirements in the template that the build
configuration is using
TW-13642 - Module with no tests fails Maven build (Surefire reports watcher fails)
TW-13673 - "IntelliJ IDEA Project" build runner doesn't start JUnit build configuration when "All in Package" is selected
and no package is defined
TW-13675 - Error running command line with custom script: "custom_script.cmd : file not found"
TW-13677 - Working directory (teamcity.build.workingDir) is not resolved in global build settings
TW-13681 - Incorrect data in UI on unable to upgrade server due to not enough database user permissions
TW-13691 - teamcity/postgres error "Unexpected exception occurred during message processing
TW-13695 - In the "Version Control Username Settings", link "Add new VCS username" is inoperative
TW-13698 - Issue Log - 'Show only resolved issues' seems to have the opposite effect (Bugzilla)
TW-13725 - TeamCity throws "Cannot replace a directory from within" when a non-existent external is created
TW-13732 - Unable to restore backed up TeamCity
TW-13752 - AssertionError on server startup
TW-13754 - Typo in parameter name passed to java.exe - teamcity.configration.properties.file
TW-13756 - Configurations steps in chrome and firefox are overlapping
TW-13760 - Coverage in Maven runner does not work if checkout directory contains spaces
TW-13762 - Fix assign responsibility dialog layout
TW-13768 - Mercurial connection problem
TW-13775 - IDEA Project runner: "Cannot find java executable, will use current java" - for each run configuration
TW-13777 - Maven build fails when run from space-named directory (e.g. C:\Program Files\...)
TW-13778 - Scrollbar obscures input value in Add Property dialog
TW-13787 - After updated to 15509 from 15400 we are seeing errors when writing to the build log
TW-13788 - Do not show personal builds with no changes on My Changes page
TW-13789 - Teamcity plugin for IDEA locks UI
TW-13793 - 'Enter' key on the project name in All projects popup does not work
TW-13804 - Exception on Compatible configurations tab when agent disconnected
TW-13808 - Build failed because of error while applying patch, but there were no problems shown on MyChanges page
TW-13815 - Changes page carpet layout is broken on chrome
TW-13834 - Cannot edit project settings with IE 6
TW-13864 - Priority classes disappearing
TW-13881 - Resolving artifact dependencies failure doesn't shown as problem on MyChanges page.
TW-13883 - Exception in queue reordering plugin
TW-13914 - Agent running as service fails to upgrade with cryptic error in the logs (probably not enough user
permissions case)
TW-13915 - Installer typo: "Agent Properties was saved..."
TW-13921 - Failed to load .chm file artifact by IE
TW-13922 - ConcurrentModificationException on usage statistics page
TW-13935 - Cannot run remote run via slow connection: timeout error occurs
TW-13939 - Help link points to TCD5 documentation in 6.0 VS add-in
TW-13954 - Two dialogs are opened on server version incompatibility
TW-13962 - NoRemoteRepositoryException when checking out from git-daemon using user paths
TW-13965 - Fix spelling in error message
TW-13966 - NUnit and MSTest separation from sln runner causes tests not be executed (path relative to sln case)
TW-13978 - TC got in stuck if the database URL contains a wrong host name.
TW-13979 - @NotNull method jetbrains/buildServer/serverSide/impl/InaccessibleTemplate.getLabelPattern must not
return null
TW-13981 - Remove "Save Changes" button from Compatible Configurations tab if current policy is "Run all
compatible..."
TW-13984 - Backup UI: the presets selector is not disabled when backup is running
TW-13989 - teamcity plugin for eclipse does not track change to git project
TW-14003 - Exception on my settings page
TW-14005 - Rework names on Server Statistics tab
TW-14007 - Maintenance pages must not be available after the server startup
TW-14008 - Error pages functionality is no longer works If an unexpected exception occurred during server startup
TW-14011 - Cannot upgrade from 4.5 to build 15611
TW-14012 - Do not allow to open maintenance mode pages from localhost by default
TW-14014 - "Delete Project" action from the "more" pop-up does not refresh the page
TW-14015 - "Discard your changes" browser confirmation opens together with Add configurations dialog
TW-14024 - Incorrect build tabs display when custom report tabs have numeric names
TW-14025 - Cannot edit Report tab in web if tab name has quotes (JavaScript error)
TW-14031 - Current project is not selected in Copy Project dialog
TW-14040 - Cannot parse PMD CPD report: "is not parsable by PMD CPD parser" (Invalid encoding name "Cp1252" case
)
TW-14041 - No file content in duplicates report by PMD CPD
TW-14046 - When VCS root is saved as a copy, the original root remains attached (using template case)
TW-14053 - Duplicated path in "The following paths do not contain NAnt:" messages of the build log.

TW-14053
TW-14054
TW-14056
TW-14058
TW-14059
TW-14060
TW-14062
TW-14069
TW-14078
TW-14079
TW-14081
TW-14083
TW-14086
TW-14095
TW-14102
TW-14107
TW-14116
TW-14124
TW-14127
TW-14132
TW-14136
TW-14137
TW-14149
parameter
TW-14150
TW-14171
TW-14181
Maven 3
TW-14188
TW-14189
TW-14191
TW-14193
TW-14195
TW-14197
TW-14198
TW-14201
startup
TW-14204
TW-14208
TW-14219
TW-14225
TW-14229
TW-14231
TW-14232
TW-14249
TW-14253
TW-14254
TW-14261
TW-14262
TW-14263
TW-14268
TW-14277
TW-14278
TW-14280
TW-14301
TW-14302
TW-14303
TW-14304
TW-14307
TW-14333
TW-14338
TW-14339
TW-14345
TW-14346
TW-14348
TW-14350
TW-14365
TW-14367
TW-14378
TW-14388
TW-14394
TW-14398

- Duplicated path in "The following paths do not contain NAnt:" messages of the build log.
- Can't start fresh TeamCity with MySQL (errno: 139)
- Brush up ClearCase agent logging on agent start
- Confusing "Can run on" info in the queue for build with "Run build on the same agent" option
- Occasional no tooltip text for a "Time to start" value in the build queue
- Changing agent in custom run build dialog switches changelist selector
- No builds are starting while there is compatible agent "deadlock" with "same agent " setting
- Service Message escaping behaviour differ from documentation
- version.txt in backup created on server start contains data version of the server, not database
- dotCover report generator is not able to find sources even if they present in the build checkout directory
- Maintenance screen should display startup error (if any)
- Report errors that occurred during backup on server upgrade
- UnsupportedOperationException on opening Changes tab for a build
- [TeamCity Addin] Errors in labels in the TeamCity Subversion Options dialog.
- Build status is displayed truncated in builds of a build configuration
- Log file grows fast when using Perforce as VCS provider in VS add-in
- Run on same agent does not consider directly assigned agent for a depending build configuration
- Old parameter values are shown in customize dialog for remote run
- dotCover should exclude JetBrains.* from coverage report by default
- Tests-Tab does not show all tests (MSTest Runner)
- No noticeable title for new test failures on Change Details/Failed tests page
- Red problem summary text might be not displayed on node collapsing
- Documentation page "Backing up TeamCity Data" for TCD5 contains inaccuracy in "--backup-file"
description
- Vault VCS plugin fails to checkout undeleted file
- [TeamCity Addin] Irrelevant tooltip for the Apply icon in the My Changes tool window.
- Maven Watcher fails to gather dependency artifacts information on "install" goaled projects built with
-

dotCover plugin is not working (missing temp directory case)
TeamCity doesn't respect ~/.ssh/config for some operations (e.g. submodules checkout)
Do not show colors legend if there are no changes to show
TeamCity installer under Windows 7 might result in "This program might not have installed correctly"
Cancel on runner settings redirects to Project page
[IDEA plug-in] 'Open in Browser' context menu action navigates to incorrect web pages.
Manual commit after failed pre-tested commit displayed with hourglass icon even after build is finished
Missing version.dat file when upgrading from pre-6.0 TeamCity versions does not report any error on

-

Remove backup warning note from TeamCity Windows installer on upgrade
VS addin: "Open in web" action navigates old My Changes page
java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError when trying to execute a gradle build
Drop not used parameters from converted .Net runners
JS error on my changes page
Missing closing bracket in Run Custom Build Dialog
Prevent 'More' link on MyChanges page from reentrancy
Error occurred in IDEA after the open patch in IDE
Property completion icons are not repositioned on dialog layout change
Command line runner reports wrong error message for non-existing executable with spaces in path
Produce user-friendly message on inability to find IDEA project
Duplicating error message in build log
Build is considered successful despite java hasn't been able to start
Invalid link to TeamCity help from empty Statistics page
Correct the "permissions restricted" message on the Dependencies screen
MyChanges: Carpet is lying about the # of failed configurations
'Move' button does not work in build configuration administration page
Copy configuration action attached copied configuration to another project
Wrong runner editor is shown after save click if I change runner type and some parameters
MSBuild runner - Using UNC path for "Build File Path" is no longer working
Parametrized tests are wrongly parsed in tests view
A build with artifacts to publish have two nested "Publishing artifacts" blocks
Unable to build projects with client side checkouts when VCS root is Clearcase
"VCS problem" red strips are mixed when there are more than one project on page
Exception from BaseTCHighlightingPass
Do not provide "Restore" button without functionality on TeamCity Maintenance Screen
Make "Create new database..." usual button without confirmation on maintenance screen
Paraphrase database connection description on maintenance screen for default database settings
Remove Gradle Worker N from the test name
No error in the server log on startup error ("TeamCity Data Format is Newer" case)
No "Updating sources" block in the build log
TeamCity ClearCase adapter and directories with name 'main'
Exception on startup
Server startup error displayed on maintenance screen is not logged into the log
"Express backup has cancelled" message on backup during server upgrade

TW-14403 - Duplicate fragments highlighting becomes inconsistent after editing

TW-14403 TW-14416 TW-14417 TW-14433 TW-14436 difference"
TW-14437 TW-14438 TW-14439 TW-14440 TW-14441 TW-14442 TW-14444 TW-14445 TW-14455 TW-14458 TW-14464 TW-14467 Professional
TW-14468 TW-14473 TW-14475 TW-14476 TW-14482 TW-14484 TW-14486 TW-14487 TW-14490 TW-14491 TW-14492 TW-14496 TW-14501 TW-14504 TW-14508 TW-14511 TW-14525 TW-14527 TW-14531 TW-14546 TW-14558 TW-14563 TW-14566 TW-14568 TW-14571 TW-14572 TW-14576 TW-14577 TW-14579 TW-14582 TW-14584 TW-14586 TW-14595 TW-14597 TW-14604 TW-14606 TW-14607 TW-14615 TW-14616 TW-14628 TW-14629 TW-14657 TW-14663 TW-14671 case)
TW-14673 TW-14695 TW-14705 TW-14707 TW-14749 TW-14755 -

Duplicate fragments highlighting becomes inconsistent after editing
Users with no log4j configuration can not get authentication token to enter maintenance mode
IE8 Server configuration page Javascript error on save
My Responsibilities tab toolbar weird behaviour on mouseover
IDEA plugin seems treats each test failure as comparison failure and offers a link "click here to view
Exception is thrown on attempt to re-run failed tests from IDEA 9.0.4
IDEA plugin does not work with IntelliJ IDEA 8
Projects popup moves page scrolling on opening
Log tab does not work in IDEA 8
IDEA plugin incorrectly enables coverage in IDEA if include patterns consist of several lines
Invalid agent temp directory (tempDir) makes agent unable to start while it was ignored in 5.1.x
Linux cloud agent name contains IP instead of image name + instance id
Debug cloud logging is overly verbose
Responsibility dialog may hide on project responsibilities page
Invalid JVM options in documentation when use Tomcat 7
No mapping found for /teamCity/index.html in jetty 6.1, 7.2
'Create Maven build configuration' link works in case there are more than 20 build configurations created in
mode
JavaDowser fails on Mac
Project Developer has access to "Agent Logs" tab
Fix link to Configuring+Authentication+Settings online documentation.
Visual Studio 2003 runner settings can be rendered with table layout broken
Agent list width in Clean Checkout Dialog
E-Mail Keeps Turning off (Pause Notifier keeps getting checked)
TeamCity Incompatible Version dialog contain html code
Search result reordering broken in Chrome
Error in JSP
Navigating Projects menu with keyboard arrows in IE8 causes the whole page to scroll
NPE on My changes page
Command line runner with custom script does not work under Mac OS X (wrong newlines in script case)
yjpagent.dll in agnet distribution
"Test ignored" XML test reporter messages are not hidden from build log
NPE during backup on upgrade
TeamCity plugin (build 15724) doesn't show build log in RubyMine 2.0.2
NPE in Git's Prefrence page if Git Team Provider is not installed
Select with udf doesn't work inside a modal dialog (firefox, chrome)
"IntelliJ IDEA Project" runner doesn't understand $MODULE_DIR$
Opera: My Changes: when navigating changes with keyboard the window is scrolling
TeamCity fails on startup under Tomcat 7
A configuration using template from another project can lose own VCS roots on main-config.xml change
Download all stops on the first inaccessible file
CVS: "Delayed Commit" does not commit files in newly created directories
Attach to template action may change scope of VCS root but does not persist it on disk
Inspections and duplicates runners with pom.xml create new processes then can run after build finish
Failed to parse report with NUnit parser (wrong CDATA parsing case)
Dump XML test reporter messages into the log in verbose mode
My Changes keeps reacting on keyboard when dialog is shown
Re-run failed tests crash with exception "':' is an invalid character in a configuration name"
Starteam UI shows ' instead of quotation marks under IE8
IE7/8: Add/Edit Trigger: property chooser icons out of their places
Exception in inspections highlighter
Server sartup maintenance pages does not work with jetty 6.1
VCS server log does not have any INFO messages on in progress checking for changes operations
Git should not start several fetch processes for collect/fetch changes from same repository
Too verbose SVN checking for changes logging
"Run tests locally" detects JUnit4 tests as JUnit3
Clean free space on build start may clean current build's checkout directory
Clicking on help icon for build or config parameter <value is required> disables whole page
Completion fails for agent requirement parameter name starting with %
Overly verbose cloud debug logging (canStartNewInstance is false)
Swabra kills file locking processes even if set to report them only
Do not dump maintenance authentication token if there is no maintenance screen available (normal start
Do not dump "Cannot meet free disk space requirement" several times int he build log
Wrong "Run configuration with name ... was not found" for Ipr file with several Run Configurations
Brush up database statistics on server statistics page
Could not start TeamCity without database (internal database case)
Specifying RVM interpreter as build feature doesn't work
Custom script build runner does not respect newlines in script

Exception
TW-9601 - VcsUserFriendlyException : Error during input checking
TW-11816 - Could not load type 'Microsoft.TeamFoundation.Client.TeamFoundationServerBase' from assembly
'Microsoft.TeamFoundation.Client, Version=10.0.0.0, Cultu
TW-11826 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-11861 - Exception in IDEA plugin
TW-11930 - Unsupported change type EDIT
TW-11964 - Change Id is empty
TW-11974 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-11980 - Error executing dispatcher action FileSystemChangesCollector::FlushAccumulatedChanges on <NULL>:1.
There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12001 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12034 - Could not query the service provider for the service ID {7F7CD0DB-91EF-49DC-9FA9-02D128515DD4}.
TW-12138 - Cannot access a disposed object. Object name: 'VSSolutionImpl'.
TW-12139 - Cannot access a disposed object. Object name: 'VSSolutionImpl'.
TW-12173 - Solution key is empty
TW-12203 - Could not query the service provider for the service ID {04A72314-32E9-48E2-9B87-A63603454F3E}.
TW-12210 - System.Collections.Generic.KeyNotFoundException : The given key was not present in the dictionary.
TW-12332 - Enumerable contains no matching element
TW-12348 - Idea critical error: getLastFinished: java.net.SocketException: Connection reset
TW-12365 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12382 - Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-12385 - Solution key is empty. Parameter name: solutionKey
TW-12395 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12470 - The specified path, file name, or both are too long. The fully qualified file name must be less than 260
characters, and the directory name must be le
TW-12485 - EA-20702 - IAE: ChangeRenderer.update
TW-12537 - Error executing dispatcher action LocalChangesViewController::UpdateTrackingRoots on <NULL>:1. There
is no Application Shell running.
TW-12607 - Cannot access a disposed object. Object name: 'VSSolutionImpl'.
TW-12630 - Error executing dispatcher action FileSystemChangesCollector::FlushAccumulatedChanges on <NULL>:1.
There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12736 - Cannot find the image named вЂњJetBrains.TeamCity.VSTS.resources.tfs_project.pngвЂќ.
TW-12743 - NullPointerException when running personal builds from VS plugin
TW-12760 - Error executing dispatcher action PersonalBuildManager::ConfigurePersonalBuild on <NULL>:1. There is no
Application Shell running.
TW-12772 - TeamCity Eclipse plugin crashes with perforce repository
TW-12842 - An exception has occurred in JetBrains.TeamCity.VSTS.Options.TfsSettingsManager.BeforeSolutionClosed
Value cannot be null. Parameter name: dataObject
TW-12852 - Rethrown from the UI thread. Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-12862 - Access to the path 'C:\TeamCity.RemoteRun.LocalChanges.LocalChangesSettings.xml' is denied.
TW-12912 - Error executing dispatcher action FileSystemChangesCollector::FlushAccumulatedChanges on <NULL>:1.
There is no Application Shell running.
TW-12913 - Cannot access a disposed object. Object name: 'VSSolutionImpl'.
TW-12937 - javax.el.PropertyNotFoundException: Property 'displayName' not found on type java.lang.String
TW-12949 - Error during delete file. Caused by: The process cannot access the file
'C:\Users\Ruslan.Isakiev.LABS\AppData\Local\JetBrains\TeamCity\v6.0\vs9.0\Dela
TW-12959 - Hidden exception in logs: Cannot access a disposed object.
TW-12961 - Hidden exception in logs: Could not get the component SvnConfigManager. The component has already
been revoked from the component container.
TW-12963 - Hidden exception in logs: svn: Skipping argument:
'D:\Work\TeamCity\vs-addin-trunk\Platform\src\TextControl\Test\.svn' ends in a reserved name
TW-12969 - An exception has occurred in
JetBrains.TeamCity.RemoteRun.DelayedCommit.Impl.DelayedCommitTrackerNewImpl.BeforeSolutionClosed Value
cannot be null.
TW-13028 - Cannot access a disposed object. Object name: 'VSSolutionImpl'.
TW-13068 - An exception has occurred in
JetBrains.TeamCity.RemoteRun.Options.Networking.NetworkingOptionsHolder.BeforeSolutionClosed Value cannot be
null. Parame
TW-13073 - IDEA exception: getLastFinished: java.io.IOException: Server returned status 503 (service unavailable), try
later
TW-13127 - TeamCity having trouble with submodule changes
TW-13261 - SQL exception when running personal build
TW-13308 - .NET duplicates finder OutOfMemoryException
TW-13379 - Solution is not opened.
TW-13380 - at OptionsPageDescriptor.CreateView : Failed to create an options page from type
вЂњJetBrains.TeamCity.Perforce.UI.PerforceOptionsPage, JetBrains.TeamCi
TW-13418 - This operation requires a reader lock. Use ReadLockCookie.Execute().
TW-13457 - There is no Application Shell running.
TW-13483 - An exception occurred in change handler. AddedExplicitly property is undefined for project item:<Tests>
TW-13499 - Enumerable contains no matching element

TW-13499 - Enumerable contains no matching element
TW-13573 - Exception in Model.Update The given key was not present in the dictionary.
TW-13645 - Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
TW-13647 - Path suffix is empty
TW-13903 - IllegalStateException: @NotNull method
jetbrains/buildServer/controllers/viewLog/tree/BuildLogBrowser.getRoot must not return null
TW-13961 - Exception on agent initialization when there is no PATH environment variable (JavaDowser)
TW-13974 - EXCEPTION: Object reference not set to an instance of an object
TW-13975 - JetBrains.TeamCity.SVN.Errors.SvnPatchException: Failed to resolve Subversion repository UUID for URL ...
TW-14250 - exception in IDEA plugin
TW-14293 - Path to Svn.exe is empty
TW-14583 - Unversioned change again!

Performance Problem
TW-1219 - Large file number in artifacts makes artifacts tree displaying too slow
TW-9867 - Slow mapFullPath for Git changes (slow personal change files display)
TW-12039 - LDAP Synchronisation queries for all LDAP Users
TW-12273 - Speedup Perforce getCurrentVersion
TW-12647 - Filter by path on the project change log page works too slow and eats too much memory
TW-12888 - Slow first loading of Agent details page (compatibility is calculated on loading agent details)
TW-12925 - Agent logs tab is opening for too long
TW-13327 - VS add-in sometimes recollect local changes when Local Changes tool window is not visible
TW-13417 - Low server performance on several RSS requests (retrieving build short statistics case)
TW-14075 - VS 2010 Add-in takes an age to initialize the check-in window.
TW-14085 - VS 2010 check-in window very slow to type when chosen a work item.
TW-14270 - AuditLogDataCleaner step can take several hours during clean-up

Cosmetics
TW-2520 - Ugly login error
TW-5818 - Too long build status text can cause every history table line wrapping
TW-10237 - UI problem when IDE plugin fails to connect to buildserver
TW-11650 - Remove unnecessary spacing in Create Build Configuration Template dialog
TW-11849 - Typo on "Properties and Environment Variables" page.
TW-12004 - Extra letter in roles popup
TW-12225 - Unnecessarily long configuration details field in IDEA Plugin
TW-12263 - Builds tree in MyChanges view could be shown empty.
TW-12477 - Fix spelling in MSTest settings
TW-13260 - Remove "(JetBrains)" from the name of the TeamCity git plugin
TW-13271 - IDEA plugin: please fix remote run dialog layout
TW-13507 - Too tall Today/Older nodes in My Changes tree
TW-13528 - Rename build runners blocks in the build log
TW-13676 - Set project name to window title on My changes page if a project tab is selected
TW-13776 - Hide 'view all problems' link, if there is no problems yet.
TW-13923 - Increase left padding of expanded arrow on MyChanges page
TW-13924 - Increase paddings near 'problems' label on MyChanges page
TW-13934 - TeamCity Add-in name is too long: spoiled VS splash screen
TW-13950 - Rename Help-related menu items in TeamCity add-in VS menu
TW-14051 - The option is incorrectly specified as a required one on the Create TFS VCS Root page
TW-14114 - Command line runner settings on Settings tab are not aligned
TW-14115 - Use "Step" in the Settings of a multi-step build configuration
TW-14266 - Visual Studio Add-in Downloadlink shows wrong tooltip
TW-14332 - Review alignments at maintenance mode pages
TW-14400 - Swabra UI requires minor polishing
TW-14526 - Fix location of 'Hide' link on XML Report Processing -> FindBugs settings area
TW-14587 - Build step runner name is misaligned (IE8)
TW-14592 - Rename "Rerun test locally" to "Run test locally"

